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the work of Ussher ; my own work in Devon leads me continually to in-
creased respect for his authority and judgment. To my mind it is
particularly unfortunate that his classification, based on a unique knowledge
of the Culm, should so long have been ignored.

J. E. PRENTICE.
UNIVERSITY OF LONDON KING'S COLLEGE,

STRAND, LONDON, W.C. 2.
28th October, 1959.

SIR,—The publication in your last issue of Mr. Butcher's letter has
anticipated a spontaneous retraction of my heresy (which was also that of
A. Somervail) and also a letter from Dr. Dearman, along the same lines
as Mr. Butcher's which he had courteously discussed with me in
correspondence.

There is no doubt that Mr. Butcher is right in concluding that I was
mistaken in supposing that the Ugbrooke Group is post-orogenic. I had come
to this conclusion myself as Mr. S. C. Matthews has found that in the area
south of Callington the members of this Group are undoubtedly inverted in
some places. It follows that there is now no conclusive evidence that the
Ugbrooke Group is younger than either the Central Devon or Greywacke
Groups.

Mr. Butcher's discovery of Homoceras near the River Inny is obviously of
great interest. I note, though, that he forbears from saying that his fossils
are actually out of the Ugbrooke Group rocks. Dr. Selwood allows me to
say that he has also found goniatites in this area which are, however, un-
doubtedly derived, though occurring in the Ugbrooke Group. I think the
possibility still remains that the Ugbrooke Group are the youngest sediments
of the region.

I do not accept that my error could have been avoided by careful reading
of the Survey Memoirs. I am well aware of the passages to which Mr. Butcher
refers. The evidence is conflicting and the Survey Officers themselves did not
know how to interpret it.

The cleavage problem remains a very interesting one. It is a fact that the
Ugbrooke Group rocks do not show the kind of slaty fissility seen in other
formations (even when the rocks are highly argillaceous) and this is true of
the area south of Callington where they are certainly involved in recumbent
structures. The presence or absence of slaty fissility must reflect different
styles of tectonic deformation, and the problems presented by the
juxtaposition of such differing styles, particularly in South Devon, remains
to be investigated.

I do not think the situation at Altarnun is so simple as Mr. Butcher suggests,
but I will not comment on this as Dr. Dearman is now working on the area
and will no doubt be able to describe the true facts in due course.
Moreover I do not question that the Ugbrooke Group enters the Dartmoor
aureole as Mr. Butcher has demonstrated.

I welcome Dr. Prentice's communication and need only say that I have no
doubt that when his researches are completed he will be able to suggest a
better way of dealing with the formations I have lumped together as the
Central Devon Group. Until these formations are delimited stratigraphically
and on the map the term may be of some use.

S. SIMPSON.

DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY,
QUEEN'S BUILDING, QUEEN'S DRIVE,

EXETER.
11th November, 1959.
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